
INVERSE-PRODUCING EXTENSIONS OF
NORMED ALGEBRAS

BY

RICHARD ARENS

1. Introduction. The first result presented here is that an element c of a

commutative normed algebra A has an inverse in some norm-preserving ex-

tension B ("superalgebra") of A if and only if can—>0 implies an—*0 lor every

sequence in A, i.e., c is not a topological zero-divisor. The method may be

described as consisting in constructing the algebra A (x) of polynomials with

coefficients in A, and then dividing out the ideal generated by the (first

degree!) polynomial 1—cx. The resulting algebra B is always of infinite de-

gree over A, except when c already has an inverse in A.

In the classical applications of this method (usually, to fields) the coeffi-

cient of the highest power may be taken as 1, and that sort of polynomial

extension goes over in manageable fashion to normed algebras [see bibliog-

raphy: Hoffman and Arens]. However, the present construction is nontrivial

only because c has no inverse (and effective only because it is not a topological

zero-divisor). Most of our space is taken up with quantitative refinements,

with systems of elements, and finally with a result on semi-simplicity, inter-

esting perhaps mainly in view of the complexity of our proof. The question

(unsolved at present) is whether, when A is semi-simple, it can be arranged

that B is semi-simple (if it can be arranged, then it can be done by our

method (see 3.71)). We are able to answer affirmatively only in the case

where c generates A over the scalars (or some other similarly-behaving sub-

algebra).

We remark that all problems treated here are trivial when A has the sup

norm, i.e., ||a||=||a||M [see Loomis]: the algebra of all bounded (complex

valued) functions on the Shilov boundary provides an extension solving all

reasonable problems.

C. E. Rickart has exhibited a technique for simultaneously advancing to

regularity a certain class of elements. This class is more or less the obvious

one for his technique—reminiscent of the making a field out of an integral

domain. Our individual- (or finitely many) element-method takes care of

some elements not in Rickart's class.

Some unsolved problems already familiar to people in this field are men-

tioned in §7.

2. Commutativity, and the unit. We deal only with commutative normed

algebras over the complex numbers. But the main thing to be kept in mind,
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because we do not repeat it, is that the algebra A is supposed to have a unit

element 1, whose norm is 1.

An appendix deals with the case of no unit, for Banach (i.e., complete)

normed algebras.

3. Supplying inverses. This section deals with the establishment and

elaboration of the following proposition, which may be paraphrased by saying

that an element has an inverse in some extension algebra precisely if it is

not a topological divisor of zero.

3.1. Theorem. Let c be an element of a commutative normed algebra (see §2)

A. Then c has an inverse in some superalgebra B of A if and only if

3.11 inf  \\ca\\ > 0.
loll SI

Specifically, c has an inverse of norm not exceeding t0 in some superalgebra

B of A if and only if, for all a in A,

3.12 lo||cct|| ^ ||<x||.

Proof. If cx = \ for some x in some superalgebra B of A, and aEA then

a = cax, \\a\\ ^||ca||||x||, showing the necessity of 3.12. We proceed to show its

sufficiency.

Select any real non-negative t. Let A(x; t) be the class of formal power

series (J)

3.13 f(x) = ao + aiX + <z2x2 + • • •

in which Co, cii, #2, • ■ •   are elements of A such that

3.i4 ||/(x)ii = i;ikik< «.
n=0

It is not hard to see that ^4(x; t) is a normed algebra. It contains A as a sub-

algebra. Let / be the smallest closed ideal in ^4(x; t) containing 1 — cx; and

let

3.15 A(t) = A(x; t) mod J.

It is easily verified that with the canonical norm (for the canonical image of

3.16 ||/(x) -7|| =   inf   ||/(x) -j(x)\\,
Kx)eJ

A(t) emerges as a normed algebra, and in this algebra, the (canonical image

of the) element c has an inverse, the (canonical image of the) element x.

0) One could limit himself to polynomials here and then the final B would be a normed

algebra, but perhaps incomplete. The closure would then serve the purpose of 3.1. But as it

stands, A (x, t) is complete when A is.
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Clearly ||/(x) — /|| g||/(x)||. Unless precautions are taken, A may reappear

with diminished norms in A(t), and this would not yield the result desired in

3.1. The following (whose statement and proof we insert in the body of the

proof, here, of 3.1) will show that this danger is avoided by taking t^t0.

3.2. Lemma. Let to\\ca\\ s±\\a\\ for all a in A. Let a be selected in A, and

/(x)=a0+flix+ • • •   in A(x, t). Then(2) (in A(x, t))

3.21 ||a - (1 - c*)/(*)|| ^ ||a|| + (Uo1 - l)\\j(x)\\.

Proof.

g(x) = a — (1 — cx)f(x) = a — ao + (cao — ai)x + (coi — a2)x2 + • • •

and so

||g(x)|| = ||a — a0|| + \\ca0 — ai||/ + ||cai — a2||/2 + • • • .

The condition on c, and the triangle inequality readily yield (for all a, bin A)

3.22 ||ca - &|| ^ M||a|| - ||&||. (uto = 1).

Using 3.22 and also ||a —a0|| ^||ci|| — ||fflo||, we obtain

||g(x)|| £||a|| - ||a0|| + («||a0|| - \\ai\\)t + ■■■

= \\a\\ + (lu - l)(||a0|| + ||ai||/+ ■ • • ),

which is precisely 3.21. This establishes 3.2.

Continuing with 3.1, we select t = t0.

How big is the norm of a in A(t): By 3.21, it is not less than ||a||. Obvi-

ously ||a — /|| ^||ffl||. Therefore ||ci —j|| =||o||. We discover that A is isometri-

cally imbedded in ^4(0- The norm of x in A(x; t) is(3) t; it cannot be greater

in A(t). This suffices to prove 3.1.

3.2 can be used also to establish the following:

3.3. Theorem. When t>t0, the principal ideal {f(x) — cxf(x)} is (already)

closed, and the operator T, Tf(x) = (l—cx)f(x), has an inverse of bound not

greater than (ttf1 — l)-1. When t = t0, the ideal may not be closed (and then, of

course, T has no bounded inverse).

Proof. Let cz = 0 in 3.21, and observe Tf(x) = (ttf1 — l)(f(x)). The state-

ment about t = t0 describes a classical situation. Let .4=complex numbers,

c = 1, then ^4(x; 1) is the class of absolutely convergent power series (/, those

that vanish at 1):

"    1 — x"
■" 2
n=i      nl

(2) A is not here required to contain a 1; for in the expansion of (1 — cx)f{x), 1 will not ap-

pear explicitly.

(3) If |[l|| were not 1, we would have * = *||l||. See the appendix.
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belongs to J, but not to (1 — x)^4(x; 1).

Instead of solving the equation 1— cx = 0, we can treat the equation

c0+CiX = 0 (e0, CiG^4). If this is to have a solution (x) in some superalgebra

with ||x|| 2*1, it is evidently necessary that

3.4 Hcoffl|| gs ||cifl|| (allxEA).

3.5. Theorem. This condition is also sufficient.

The proof and construction is carried out just as before (A need not have

a 1 for this theorem). At the point where 3.2 intervenes, we use instead:

3.6. Lemma. 7/3.4 holds, then for any f(x)EA(x, t) we have

3.61 \\a - (co + cix)f(x)\\ = ||a|| + (t - l)||c0/(x)||.

The proof will be left to the reader.

The ideal {(o0+uix)/(x)} need not now be closed even for t>l, because

c0 might be a generalized zero divisor.

Polynomials equations C0+C1X+ • • • -r-ckxk = 0 cannot be treated by this

technique for k>l.

The solutions A(t) (t^to) provide in the following sense, the most eco-

nomical solution to the problem of making an inverse for c.

3.7. Theorem. Let 3.12 hold. Suppose B is any normed algebra containing

A in which c has an inverse y of norm t (t ^ to). Then A (t) can be mapped natu-

rally into B with a homomorphism of bound not exceeding 1.

Proof. First we define T: A(x, t)—>B where

T(f(x)) = £o,y = b.

Surely

11*11 = Elklk-ll/(*)ll. so 11*11 gi.
Now the kernel K of this homomorphism includes /, so that we have

A(t) = A(x, I) mod J-> A(x, t) mod K -» B.

The first of these is of bound  =T since we are using canonical norms; and

the second, because of a normed space fact [cf. Loomis, 7. D].

3.71. Corollary. If any such B is semi-simple, then so are all the A(t)

(t^to).

We now turn to the consideration of several elements at once. Perhaps

the most useful result is obtained by reducing the problem to one element.

3.8. Theorem. Let c\, • • ■ , cn be finitely many elements of a commutative

normed algebra A, and suppose there are numbers ti, • • • , tn such that
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3.81 /*||c*a|| = ||o|[ (all aEA; all k).

Then (and only then) there is a superalgebra B in which all these elements have

inverses.

To obtain B we take A(t) with t = tih ■ ■ ■ tn and c = cxd - ■ ■ cn, observing

that t\\ca\\ ^\\a\\ lor all a. Thus c has an inverse in B, and hence all of the ck

do, too.

In discussing the situation we will suppose all the tk are 1. Nothing of

interest is lost by that. Now the trouble with 3.8 is this: whereas by individual

constructions each ck receives an inverse of norm 1 (or less), the most that

can be said here is that (for example)

Her1]! =" ||c2 • ■ • cn\\;

so that (unless say all ||c*|| = 1: "isometricelements" (cf. Rickart)) conceivably

the norms could be greater than 1. Consider the following infinite family of

conditions on a subset 77 of a commutative Banach algebra A:

3.9. Let p(ci, ■ ■ ■ , cn) be a polynomial in the CiEH, with coefficients in A;

and let the degree in ck be less than mk for each k. Suppose, for some aEA

3.91 aci d   ■ ■ ■ cn   = p(ci, ■ • ■ , cn).

Then

3-92 Ml sEIMII
where this sum runs over all the coefficients of p.

N.B. This is not a theorem, but a condition on a subset 77 of A. The

"trouble" with 3.8 is that I do not know whether the condition

||ca|| 5: ||a|| for ail a E A and all c E U

implies all of 3.9 (of which it is a special case). The "trouble" is no more

than that, because the following is true.

3.93. Theorem. Let II be a subset of a commutative Banach algebra A. Then

a necessary and sufficient condition that there is a superalgebra B of A in which

all elements of 77 have inverses of bound not exceeding 1 is that 3.9 hold.

Proof. We consider first the necessity. Suppose 3.91 holds. Pass to a super-

algebra B and let xc he the inverse of cG77(||xc|[ ^1)- Multiply 3.91 on both

sides by xf' • ■ ■ x^". Then all the indeterminates c,- of p will disappear, leav-

ing just the old coefficients multiplied by a few x's. Thus we have 3.92. We

might point out that several conclusions can sometimes be drawn from an

equation like 3.91 (when 3.9 is assumed). Let re = l, and suppose

ac3 = be* + dc.

Here we cannot assert ||a|| ^\\b\\ +\\d\\ because 4 exceeds 3. However, we can
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regard be2 as the coefficient of c2 and conclude ||a|| ^||&c2|| +||cf||. It is not

hard to see that even ||o|| ^||6c||+||ci|| can be concluded.

We now pass to the construction which shows the sufficiency.

This time we make a polynomial algebra first, instead of a complete one

as in 3.1. Make a family of indeterminates {xc\, one for each c in H. Let

A(x) he the algebra of polynomials in these xc, coefficients in A. For p(x)

EA(x) let

\\p(*)\\ = EMI.
a running through all coefficients in p(x). Let J he the ideal generated by the

1 — cxc, cEH. We pass to the algebra A(x) mod J and introduce the canonical

norm (and later complete. This will give 73.). In order to ensure that norms

in A are not diminished in this process it suffices to show that if

3.94 g(xi •••*») = a — iC (1 — ckxk)fk(xi • ■ ■ x„)
k=i

(where xk is written for xc when c = ckEH), then ||g(x)|| = ||a||- To see that

this is true we now multiply 3.94 by a power product cf1 • ■ • c™" with mk

greater than every exponent of xk appearing. Then we have the identity

3.95 a   • ■ ■ cn g(x) = oci   ■ ■ ■ cn   — s(x),

and this is to be considered as multiplied out so that each xk appears only

in the combination ckxk. We then set each ckxk = l. It results that

ml mn ml mn

3.96 OCI     •   ■   ■  Cn     =   Cl     ■   ■   ■  Cn   g(l/Cl,   ■   •   •   ,   1/Cn)

where the right side is really a polynomial Q(ci, ■ • ■ , cn) whose distinct

coefficients are the coefficients of g. By 3.9, ||o|| ^ SIMI where d runs over the

coefficients of Q, but this we have just pointed out is the same as

||a|| ^ 2Z IMI (d runs through the coefficients of g)

= Ux)\\.

This suffices to establish 3.93.

Of course, if in any of these cases a complete algebra is desired, one may

complete the algebra.

4. Topological zero divisors in commutative Banach algebras. It was

asserted in [l, p. 628] that the frontier points of the set of singular elements

(those with no inverse) are topological zero divisors, but the proof there sug-

gested requires completeness. Indeed, the theorem is exact only with such a

qualification, as examples (polynomial algebras) show. For definiteness, we

present the proposition here, together with some quantitative refinements, in-

volving the following concept. Given an element c, consider the greatest num-

ber £ for which it can be said that
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4.1 ||co|| =■ ||o||f (all aE A).

This may be called the modulus of integrity. It may be 0, and it is 0 if and

only if c is a topological zero divisor. If c~x exists then £]|c_1|| =1. Moreover,

it is not hard to prove that

4.2 £c+a   =   £c  —  ||a||, £ac  =   £a£c,

which represents a generalization of the well-known relation

IM
4-21 ||(C+a)-'|l= _--

1 - Nlllc II
4.3. Theorem. A frontier point of the set S of singular elements is a topo-

logical zero divisor. If cES and \\a\\ ^|c then c — ais also singular. In particular

(if cES then) the spectrum of c covers the disc of radius %c centered at origin.

Proof. Let r„—>c, where anrn = l. Then anc=l+a„(c — rn), and since this

cannot have an inverse, we must have (A being complete)

1 ^ ||on(c — r„)|| = ||a»||||c — r„||.

Therefore a„||a„||_1c tends to 0, which brands c as a topological zero divisor

[cf. Shilov].
Suppose 0 <||a|| ^^c, but imagine c— a to have an inverse. Then there

must be a real scalar r, 0^r<l such that b = c — ra is a frontier point of S,

whence & = 0. But by 4.2 we should have &^£c-r||a|| ^||a||(l -r)>0. In

particular, for a=X (we denote scalar multiples of the 1 in A by the same

symbol as the scalar itself), we obtain: c— X has no inverse unless |x| >£c-

This latter result follows also from 3.1, as frontier points of the spectrum

can never be lost upon extension.

5. General remarks on the semi-simplicity. We shall consider the algebra

A(t) (see 3.15) where t^to. We shall suppose here that A has a 1, so that the

space A(A) of (continuous) complex valued, nonzero, homomorphisms of A

forms a compact set in its natural(4) (the weak) topology.

5.1. Theorem. AA(x, t) and A(A)x{\: |X| ^t] are naturally homeo-

morphic.

The correspondence we have in mind is that in which a homomorphism £"

of A(x, t) is associated with (77, X) where 77 is f cut down to A, and X = £(x).

The proof of 5.1 may be omitted here.

5.2. Theorem. A(A(t)) is naturally homeomorphic with that subset of

A(^4)x{X: |X| =^} consisting of the (77, X) such that tj(c)X = 1, and that in turn

is naturally homeomorphic to the part of A(A) consisting of those n such that

h(c)|=n.
(4) The Stone topology is the natural topology for the space of maximal ideals, however.
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Proof. The first assertion comes from the fact that the A of quotient ring

corresponds to the hull of the ideal, in this case generated by cx—1. The

second assertion follows from the fact that on that hull, the X is determined

by the n alone.

5.21. Corollary. A(t) is semi-simple if and only if whenever

00

5.22 £ || an\\tn < oo (anE A)

and

5.23 X) ■n(an)r](c)-n = Ofor all r\ E tx(A) such that | ij(c) |   ^ r1

then for every positive e there is a sequence bo, b\, b2, • • •   in A such that

T)\\b„\\tn< «> and (see 3.14)

5.24 || X anxn - (1 - cx)X) &nXn||  < e.

The condition here just says that if /(x) = 22,anxn vanishes on the hull of

(1 —cx), then it lies in the closure of the ideal generated by 1 —cx. Thus the

truth of 5.21 is obvious. Those/(x) for which 5.23 does hold, but 5.24 does

not hold (for some 6) are in (or, rather, pass into) the radical of A(t). It is

interesting, although we have not been able to exploit it and obtain a general

result, that if in 5.21, the element f(x) =a0+aiX+ • • • involved is a poly-

nomial, and satisfies 5.23, and A is semi-simple, then/(x) belongs to the ideal

(1—cx) (not merely the closure). This can be amplified somewhat, but still

not very usefully, as follows:

5.3. Theorem. If 5.23 holds for a polynomial' f(x)=a0+aix+ ■ ■ • +aNXN

then f(x) =g(x)(l — cx) +rxN where g(x) is another polynomial and r is in the

radical of A.

Proof. Supposing first that/(x) is not merely a polynomial, we write down

an identity:

5.31 t(x) = (1 — cx)gN(x) + rNXN + ^ a*.xn

where

5.32 rN = aN + aN-iC + - • • + aucN

and

5.33 gN(x) =  S (a„ + an_ie + • • • + aocn)x".
n<N

Now back to the polynomial case. Multiplying the equation of 5.23 by

■n(cN) we obtain that v(rN) =0 whenever \n(c)\ ^tr1. As explained above, this

means that rN is a generalized nilpotent element of A(t), and, belonging to A

(which is isometrically in A(t)), also of A. Since the remainder series in 5.31
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is zero, we have thus established 5.3. Since the norm of the remainder series

tends to 0 we have also the corollary:

5.4. Corollary. A (t) is semi-simple if, whenever 5.23 holds, then \\rN\\tN^0.

5.5. Theorem. If t>t0 and A(t) is semi-simple, then ^,\\fN\\tN < <» when-

ever 5.23 holds.

Proof. When 5.23 holds, the element f(x) passes into the radical, and

hence must be in the ideal (1—cx), which is now closed (3.3). The quotient

of f(x) by 1 — cx is none other than ^2rNxN, whence the theorem.

6. Algebras of 1 generator. In this section we deal entirely with a semi-

simple Banach algebra A which is generated by an element c such that

6.1 ||ca|| ^ ||a|| (all a E A).

A is supposed to have a 1, ||l|| =1. We make no further assumptions about

the norm.

On the basis of 6.1 we may construct ^4(x, t) with any t^to, where t0 is

(by 6.1) not greater than 1, and finally make A(t) in which this c will have

an inverse. Our objective is the following:

6.2. Theorem. /// exceeds the spectral radius of c, then A (t) is semi-simple-

6.3. Lemma. The algebra A is (equivalent to) an algebra of continuous func-

tions on the spectrum of c (which includes the unit disc) which are holomorphic

on the interior of that spectrum, in a correspondence which assigns to each poly-

nomial in c the corresponding polynomial in z. If fEA and f(0) =0 then the

element g, where

g(z) = f(z)/z,

belongs to A.

Proof. In this proof we regard A as a function algebra. The functional

representation is a familiar conclusion from the semi-simplicity and the fact

that c generates A. The last point is more subtle. We can find polynomials

pn(z) such that ||/>n(z)-/(z)||-»0. Now \\pn-f\\^\p(0)-f(0)\ because homo-

morphisms are of bound 1, and therefore

lk„-/|| = 2||^-/||

where qn = z~1(pn — pn(0)). Because qn is a polynomial in z, it surely belongs

to A.
The zqn form a Cauchy sequence, and so by 6.1, the q„ form a Cauchy

sequence. Let it converge to q. It is easily seen that/ = zc7, q.e.d.

Let

f(x) = ao + aiX + a2x2 + ■ ■ ■
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be an element of A(x, t). Then each element an appearing here has a formal

expansion

6.31 a„ ~ c*„o + ctniz + a„2z2 + • • •

where the ank are complex numbers. It is clear that

6.32 bn   =   Ctno +  CtnlC +   •   •   •   + Otnn-lCn~l

belongs to A, and hence so does an — bn.By 6.3 we may divide out c", obtaining

6.33 h„ ~ Z~n(an  —   b„) ~ Ctnn +  Ctnn+lZ +  Otnn+iZ2 +   •   •   •

as an element of A. Concerning these elements we can say the following:

6.4. Lemma. Let t exceed the spectral radius of c. Then

6.41 EIWI < w-

Proof. \\h„\\ ^\\c"hn\\ S||ob||+||&b||. Now Ella»ll < °° since the spectrum of

c covers the unit circle (4.3), and even Ella»ll'"< °°- ln general ||t»„|| is not

of the same order of magnitude as ||o„||. But

6.42 ank = - I   an(z)z~k~1dz
2wiJ

where we may take a contour of radius 1 about 0, but perhaps no more. At

any rate (and this does not depend on the value of t),

6.43 I  an* |     S   ||°n]|-

Now there is an Af depending only on t such that <">||cB|| for «> N. Hence

n n

6.44 X) «.*«*    < IM E tk < /n+1||a„||(/ - l)"1.
k>N k>N

As for the earlier terms of bn we just say that

'E^nkc"    ^||a»||(l + ||c|| + • • • +||ci).
ksN

Combining this with 6.44 gives Ell Ml < °° '< an(J tms yields 6.41.
The first major use of the semi-simplicity occurs now.

6.5. Lemma. Let t exceed the spectral radius of c, and suppose 5.23 holds for

f(x) as in 6.31. Then

6.51 E^n = 0

and

N

6.52 E *»   -*°-
n=l
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Proof. 6.52 follows from 6.51, of course, so we shall prove 6.51. In 6.51

the sum exists by 6.4. Moreover the representing function h(z) = E^»(z) 's

continuous on the spectrum of c and holomorphic in the interior. Its behavior

for \z\ =1 is that of the boundary values of a function holomorphic for

|z| <1.

Turning to another function, we observe that El on(~)\ < °° for z in the

spectrum of c, and so

E I *-*.(«) I < « (|*| s i).
Hence

b(z) = - E r»i„(i)

defines a function holomorphic for |z| >1 and continuous for |z| =1.

Now we apply 5.23. It tells us that

E z~nan(z) = 0 for | z |   = tr1.

Therefore h(z) =b(z) lor \z\ =1. This enables us to define an entire function

on the plane, using h(z) lor \z\ ;= 1 and b(z) for |z| 3:1, which tends to 0 as

|s| —>■ co. Such a function is, of course, necessarily 0. Therefore h(z) =0, and

since A is semi-simple, we have established 6.51.

6.6. Lemma. Suppose 5.23 holds, where t>l. Let b„(x~1)xn denote the poly-

nomial obtained by replacing c in 6.32 by x~l and then multiplying by x", i.e.,

6.61 bn(x~1)xn = anox" + a„]X"_1 + • • • + a„ n-ix

(and bo(x~1)x = 0). Then

6.62 E bn(x~1)x-    = (t - l)"1 E \W\\t".
n=l n>N

Proof.
N N

6.63 E b„(x~i)xn = E ** E «»-*■
*=1 n=*

By 5.23,

E an(z)z~n = 0 for | z |   = l~l.

Multiply by zk~l, and integrate f ■ • ■ dz over the circle of radius t~l about

the origin. This yields (see 6.31)

co

6.64 E «» n-k = 0.
n=k

(This is one of the crucial results of the section.) Hence the coefficient of xk

in 6.63 is equal to
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/  .  OCn n—fc-

n>N

By 6.43, its norm does not exceed ^n>N \\an\\ =M, and the norm of the cor-

responding term in 6.63 does not exceed tkM. We sum over k, and obtain

left side of 6.62 g (*+•••+ tN)M

g (t - ij-^+w

= «- I)"1 Ella-  <",

as was to be proved.

The last of these lemmas uses all these results.

6.7. Lemma. Let 5.23 hold, and suppose t exceeds the spectral radius of c.

Then, for every N there is a polynomial Pn(x) in A (x, t) which belongs to the

ideal (1 — cx), and

N

6.71 £ a„x" - pn(x)   ->0.
b—a

Proof. Recalling 6.33, we see that

N N N

E   OnX"   =   E   bnXn  +   E hnCnXn   =   E /?„  +   E *»(«r"1)*" +  />»(*)
n-0 1 0

where

/>»(*) = E [*nxn - 6n(x-1)x»] + £ A„(c"x" - 1).

This is clearly a polynomial in (1—cx). The other two terms tend to 0 by

6.52 and 6.62, 5.22, respectively.

The proof of 6.2 is essentially contained in 6.7, for if 6.71 holds then

||/(x)-pB(x)||-*0.

It is interesting to note that 6.2 is not based on 5.4.

This result (6.2) may be generalized to the case in which A is simply

generated by c and a subalgebra K. This is intended as a technical term intro-

duced here (ad hoc) in the following way. For each X in the spectrum of c

there is a homomorphism T\ of bound 1 of A into K such that

6.8 n(ka) = kn(a) (kEK, a E A),

6.81 T\(c) = X (the scalar),

6.82 Polynomials in c, with coefficients in K, are dense in A.

7. Some questions. If ci, c2 each have an inverse of bound 1 in two super-

algebras Bi, B2, do they each have an inverse of bound 1 in some superalgebra

F>? (It cannot be required that B contain Bi, B2 isometrically.)

There is an analogy between making inverses and solving C1X1+ • • ■
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-\-CnXn = 1 (ci, ■ ■ ■ , cn given); and the latter problem is related to the remov-

ing of ideals. Let the class of nonremovable maximal ideals be called the

cortex. It is obviously compact, and [Shilov et al.] contains the Shilov bound-

ary. Can each finite, or even each compact, or even each closed, or even the

entire, subset disjoint from the cortex be removed by a single extension? If

A is semi-simple, to what extent can this property be carried along?

Turning to our §6, is A(t) semi-simple when t = the spectral radius of c?

When />fo? When t = to? How about A(t) in general (3.15)? For monic poly-

nomials, the semi-simplicity problem is surmountable [Hoffman and Arens].

What transcendental equations can be solved in superalgebras? e* = c?

(This equation requires some nonanalytic truncation of the norm if log c is

to be bounded in all cases.)

Appendix, Banach algebras without unit. With completeness, but no unit,

we still get that part of 3.1 ending with equation 3.11 i.e., c has an inverse

in some superalgebra precisely if it is not a topological zero-divisor. Let us as-

sume 3.12 holds with /0 = 1. We construct the algebra ^4i of pairs (X, a) (see

Loomis, p. 59) and norm it ||(X, a)|| = |X| +||o||. This has a 1, and contains^.

Suppose first that c is a topological zero-divisor in Ai. Then we would have

anEA, and complex numbers X„ with |XB| + ||a„||=l but c(cTb+X„)—+0. By

extracting a subsequence, we achieve X„—>X. Now ||am— a„|| ^\\cam — can\\

= |Xm — X„| ||c|| +emn where emn—>0. Hence am—>a for some a. Now |X| +||a|| =1

and ca-|-Xc = 0. If X were 0, then 0 = ||ea|] =||a|| =1- Hence we have an element

u such that cu = c. This u is a 1 for A since \\b — bu\\ == []c& — cbu\\ =\\cb — cb\\,

whence b = bu, lor every b in A. It was pointed out in the proof of 3.1 (Foot-

note 3) that with these assumptions the inverse of c in A (t) would come out

not exceeding ||«||.

If, on the other hand, c is not a topological zero divisor in Ai, then an

inverse can be made by appeal to 3.1 (this time ||l|| =1).
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